
Deep Space Lighting
FREIGHTLINER CENTURY/COLUMBIA/ 
CORONADO LED FOG LIGHT KIT

Installation Instructions

Estimated Installation Time: 15-30 minutes

Tools Needed: 
#2 Philips screwdriver
T25 Torx driver and ratchet

NOTE: IIf the truck has been exposed to road salt or otherwise rusty,  soaking the fog light mounting bolts
with a penetrating oil is advised.

Package contents:
2 Morimoto Type U LED Fog Lights
2 Stainless trim rings
16 Stainless M5 screws
8 Threaded Standoffs

4 Stainless M4 screws
4 Clamping nuts
2 Adapter harnesses

 1. Remove fog lamp housing:
 a) Make sure lights are turned off, and raise

hood.  
 b) Lift  retaining  clips  while  pulling  apart  to

remove plug from bulb.  
 c) Remove 4 screws from back of fog light

housing using T25 driver. of fog lamp housing.
 d) Remove fog light from front side of bumper.

 2. Loosen but do not remove M4 screws (top and
bottom) on LED fog light trim ring.

 3. Insert  fog  light  from  front  side  of  bumper,,
making sure clamping nuts are behind bumper
opening.
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 4. Make sure fog light is right-side-up,  and align
M4  screws  vertically  at  12-o’clock  and  6-
o’clock.

 5. Tighten M4 screws while holding light in place.

 6. Connect  adapter  harness  to  LED  fog  light;
connect  opposite  end  to  factory  connector.
Red wire should connect to factory power wire,
black to  ground.   NOTE:  It  may be difficult  to
read markings on factory  wiring.   Don’t worry
about it—if you get it wrong and the light doesn’t
come on,  simply reverse the plug.

 7. Repeat  steps  1-6  for  other  side  of  truck.
Confirm  that  both  sides  are  working,  and
proceed to aiming in next step.

 8. Check fog light aim by measuring the height of
the upper edge of the beam when aimed at a
wall approximately 25 feet away.  Adjust aim by
turning grey adjuster screw (Philips) on bottom
of fog light housing until top edge of beam on
the wall is at the same height as the fog light.

Troubleshooting Tips
Symptom: Cause: Remedy:

Light doesn't come on Terminals on blue connector installed 
backwards

Release terminal retaining clip with small
screwdriver,  reverse orientation,  and 
reinstall.
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